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VANTRAAX® HKANT 40K

SUBJECT: Air Spring Change

LIT NO: L1003	
DATE: March 2008

REVISION: A

Hendrickson Trailer Suspension Systems completed an upgrade to a new air spring on production VANTRAAX® HKANT
40K sliders. As a reminder, the replacement part number does vary from the replacement air spring number on sliders
previously produced.
The graphic below illustrates visual differences between the new air spring, C-28929 and our previous air spring.
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* These air springs should not be mixed on the same slider

Replacement Parts
Although both the previous and new air spring designs will fit the suspension beam identically, they operate at different
pressures. Therefore, to maintain proper performance and avoid premature wear, they should not be mixed on the same
slider. Refer to the chart below to determine what air spring to use when replacing your VANTRAAX HKANT 40K air springs.
Air spring(s) on slider
C-28929
C-21966 or C-22948

rEPLACEMENT pARTS lIST
Replacing only one air spring
Use S-28929
Use S-22948

Replacing all air springs
Use all S-28929
Use either all S-28929 or all S-22948

Hendrickson recommends that both the existing S-22948 and the new S-28929 be stocked for aftermarket demand.
Because this air spring is new to the market, Hendrickson recommends that warehouses carry an inventory of 10 to 18
pieces of the new S-28929 air spring during the first year. List price on the S-28929 is $240 U.S.
These refinements serve as another example of our commitment to continuous improvement and innovation, to help
enhance the serviceability, value and lifespan of your vehicles.
For additional information, call 1-866-RIDEAIR (743-3247) or visit www.hendrickson-intl.com.
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